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ABSTRACT

The impacts of the saturation adjustment type approach to sub-grid-scale

(SGS) ice clouds in a turbulent closure scheme on the high clouds and their re-

sponse to global warming were investigated based on the radiative–convective

equilibrium experiments (RCEs). This was motivated by the fact that the time

scale of ice condensation is several orders of magnitude longer than that for

liquid water. The RCEs were conducted with uniform sea surface temper

atures over the spherical domain for the Earth’s radius without rotation us-

ing an explicit cloud microphysics and a non-hydrostatic icosahedral atmo-

spheric model. This study revealed that suppressing the phase change effect

associated with the SGS ice condensation on the buoyancy of the SGS tur-

bulence could cause approximately a 20 % reduction of the total high cloud

covers and a significantly different response of high cloud amounts to global

warming due to the change in static stability near high clouds, which leads to

weaker vertical heat transport at a sub-grid scale there. Since the typical value

of the time scale of the ice-phase cloud is much longer than that for liquid

water and the ice supersaturation is in general, using the saturation adjust-

ment type approach for SGS ice clouds could lead to an overestimation of the

effect of ice condensation for the turbulent mixing and model biases in simu-

lations with both cloud resolving models and general circulation models. The

present result underlines the critical nature of the treatment of SGS ice clouds

in turbulence schemes which reflects a realistic ice condensation time scale

not only for a better representation of high clouds in the current climate but

for an improved projection of changes of high clouds due to global warming.
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1. Introduction34

Clouds are critical in the Earth’s radiative energy budget (Stephens et al. 2012). Since high35

clouds, which are composed chiefly of ice-phase hydrometeors, are effective at trapping longwave36

radiation (Liou 2002), the representation of high clouds is a critical issue for the representation of37

climatological fields of both dynamical and thermodynamical variables in the general circulation38

models (GCMs).39

It has been recognized that the turbulent effects influence the cloud dynamics (Squires 1958;40

Klaassen and Clark 1985; Grabowski 1993; Grabowski and Clark 1993; Grabowski 2007) and41

that the turbulent closure schemes affect the representation of a variety of cloud types. Noda42

et al. (2010) reported that the turbulent transport process affected by sub-grid-scale (SGS) cloud43

strongly controlled the boundary layer cloud amount. Cheng and Xu (2011) showed the strong tie44

among the SGS condensation, the surface sensible and latent heat fluxes, the lower tropospheric45

stability, and the longwave radiative cooling for the representation of low clouds. Gasparini et al.46

(2019) revealed the role of the radiation–turbulence interaction for the circulation inside the anvil47

clouds. Ohno et al. (2019) found that the high cloud cover and its response to sea surface temper-48

ature (SST) change were sensitive to the turbulent mixing length scale, which is strongly affected49

by the SGS condensation process. As cloud behaviors strongly modulate the climate sensitivity in50

GCMs (Bony 2005; Zelinka et al. 2013; Sherwood et al. 2014), the turbulent closure scheme is a51

critical component for the better projection of future climate.52

The representation of moist process is critical for the performance of the SGS turbulence53

schemes. In general, the physics of SGS cloud condensation in turbulent schemes is considered54
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based on the two types of approaches. The first one is an all-or-nothing approach where only the55

value of the grid-scale humidity is used to evaluate the saturation. This approach is typically used56

for small grid-scale simulations (e.g., Klemp and Wilhelmson 1978; Rotunno and Emanuel 1987).57

The other approach is to use the SGS cloud fraction (e.g., Mellor and Yamada 1982; Bretherton58

and Park 2009). Mellor and Yamada (1982) proposed a scheme to calculate the SGS buoyancy59

flux considering SGS clouds using probability distribution functions (Mellor 1977; Sommeria and60

Deardorff 1977) and an assumption that the physics of cloud condensation is sufficiently fast. This61

’fast’ condensation physics assumption (Mellor and Yamada 1982) is similar to bulk water satura-62

tion adjustment schemes in liquid water cloud microphysics parameterizations (e.g., Wilhelmson63

and Ogura 1972; Soong and Ogura 1973). Several families of turbulent closure parameterization64

schemes commonly used in both the GCM and CRM studies rely on the SGS cloud schemes (Go-65

laz et al. 2002a,b; Nakanishi and Niino 2009; Kuwano-Yoshida et al. 2010; Ďurán et al. 2018).66

Chaboureau and Bechtold (2002) attempted the extension of the SGS cloud approach of Somme-67

ria and Deardorff (1977) and Mellor (1977) for the mixed-phase clouds. Using the results of CRM68

simulations with the Méso-NH (Lac et al. 2018) as pseudo observations, Chaboureau and Bech-69

told (2002) proposed a diagnostic scheme of SGS mixed-phase clouds in which the latent heat70

and water vapor saturation mixing ratio in the formulas of Sommeria and Deardorff (1977) and71

Mellor (1977) are replaced by linear combinations of those of liquid and ice water depending on72

the values of the grid-scale temperature. Olson et al. (2019) employed this diagnostic scheme for73

the representation of the moist process of the Mellor–Yamada–Nakanishi–Niino scheme (MYNN;74

Nakanishi and Niino 2009).75

It has been recognized that the time scale of ice condensation is generally several orders of76

magnitude longer than that for liquid water (Khvorostyanov and Curry 2014) and the ice super-77

saturation occurs frequently (Spichtinger et al. 2003). For example, the supersaturation relaxation78
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time in crystalline clouds with a concentration of 100 per liter, which is the typical value in the79

upper troposphere (Heymsfield and Miloshevich 1995; Gryspeerdt et al. 2018), and the mean ra-80

dius of 20 µm is 30 minutes, which is several orders of magnitude larger than the time step length81

typically used in the CRM simulations (∼1–10 s). Based on the above, several modern cloud mi-82

crophysical schemes for CRM studies adopt the explicit calculation of ice nucleation (Hong et al.83

2004; Milbrandt and Yau 2005; Morrison et al. 2005; Seifert and Beheng 2006; Roh and Satoh84

2014; Seiki et al. 2015a). Since the cloud microphysics scheme (Caniaux et al. 1994) employed85

in the study of Chaboureau and Bechtold (2002) adopts an ice water adjustment scheme proposed86

by Tao et al. (1989) to remove any ice supersaturation, and the condensation physics of ice clouds87

in the adopted model was sufficiently fast, the methodology of Chaboureau and Bechtold (2002)88

to evaluate the ice cloudiness can cause model biases. Although statistical approaches could be89

useful for the representation of SGS clouds, the validity of using the fast condensation physics90

assumption for SGS ice clouds in the turbulent mixing processes is questionable, specifically for91

CRMs. Since high-cloud behaviors can be strongly affected by the SGS turbulence, the treatment92

of SGS ice clouds physics in the turbulence should be designed to be more consistent with realis-93

tic physical processes; it particularly affects global scale simulation with high-resolution models,94

now that global cloud resolving models (GCRMs) have become more popular (Satoh et al. 2019;95

Stevens et al. 2019).96

This note reports on the large impact of the fast condensation physics assumption for ice clouds97

in the turbulent closure scheme on the high clouds and their response to SST change. This study98

is a follow-up of earlier studies of Noda et al. (2010) and Ohno et al. (2019). Noda et al. (2010)99

showed that an SGS cloud scheme in a turbulence scheme had a large impact on boundary layer100

clouds. In the present study, we examine the impact of the SGS ice cloud scheme on the behavior101

of high clouds based on RCEs to simplify the problem. In addition, we review the validity of the102
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saturation adjustment type approach for ice phase, which was introduced by Noda et al. (2010)103

considering the consistency in the moist process between the cloud microphysics and the turbulent104

closure schemes. In Section 2, the model setting, and the experimental design are described.105

Section 3 presents how the high clouds and their response to SST change were modulated by the106

SGS ice cloud scheme. Our conclusions are presented in Section 4.107

2. Model setup108

a. Experimental design109

The experimental settings examined in the present study inherit those used by Ohno and Satoh110

(2018) and Ohno et al. (2019). Numerical simulations with RCE configurations with uniform111

SSTs over the spherical domain for the Earth’s radius without rotation were conducted using the112

NICAM (Tomita and Satoh 2004; Satoh et al. 2008, 2014). Cloud microphysical processes were113

calculated using a double-moment microphysics scheme (NDW6; Seiki and Nakajima 2014; Seiki114

et al. 2015a), which considers six categories of hydrometeors, including water vapor, cloud water,115

cloud ice, rain, snow, and graupel. The NDW6 scheme calculates explicitly the generation and116

evaporation of ice cloud particle and does not use saturation adjustment schemes for ice clouds.117

The MstrnX scheme (Sekiguchi and Nakajima 2008) was employed for radiative transfer calcu-118

lations. The bulk surface flux was calculated following an approach of Louis (1979), Uno et al.119

(1995), and Moon et al. (2007). The level 2 of a modified version of the MYNN scheme (Noda120

et al. 2010) was used to calculate SGS turbulence in both the planetary boundary layer and the free121

atmosphere.122

The modified MYNN scheme employs an SGS condensation scheme for both liquid and ice123

clouds to calculate the virtual potential temperature and SGS turbulent buoyancy flux (Noda et al.124
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2010), which is similar to the MYNN scheme used in the WRF–ARW model (Olson et al. 2019).125

The relationship between the turbulent buoyancy flux and SGS clouds will be presented in the126

next subsection. To evaluate impacts of SGS ice condensation process on high clouds in detail, we127

examined configurations with and without an SGS condensation scheme for ice water condensate128

(hereafter referred to as ICE and NOICE, respectively). With the NOICE configuration, only the129

liquid SGS clouds are considered even with the temperature below the melting point. Since the130

typical value of the time scale of phase relaxation associated with ice hydrometeors is much larger131

than that of the time step length used in the CRM simulations, the NOICE configuration is more132

plausible than the ICE one from the view point of the phase change effect on the buoyancy of the133

SGS turbulence. In the NICAM’s physics package, the SGS condensation schemes are used only134

for the diagnosis of the turbulent diffusivity and do not directly affect the cloud microphysics and135

radiative processes.136

We used a 28-km horizontal grid spacing, which is the same as that used in the study of Ohno137

et al. (2019). The horizontal grid spacing is coarser than those used in typical CRM simulations.138

Previous studies using horizontal grid spacings ranging from 28 km to a sub-km (Tomita 2005;139

Satoh and Matsuda 2009; Sato et al. 2009; Iga et al. 2011; Miyamoto et al. 2013; Noda et al. 2014;140

Kajikawa et al. 2016; Ohno and Satoh 2018; Ohno et al. 2019; Hohenegger et al. 2020), however,141

demonstrated a qualitative similarity of results. The results obtained from 28-km horizontal grid142

simulations, therefore, can be used to investigate sensitivity to cloud processes on high cloud143

properties, and provide useful insights for the impact of the SGS ice condensation scheme on high144

cloud behavior. We used a 78 vertical layer configuration, which is similar to those used in the145

studies by Seiki et al. (2015b) and Ohno and Satoh (2015, 2018). The vertical layer depth of the146

altitude from the lower troposphere to the lower stratosphere was 400 m with this configuration.147
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We used a tropical climatological profile of ozone used in the studies of Ohno and Satoh (2018),148

Wing et al. (2018), and Ohno et al. (2019). The values described in Table 1 were employed for149

the concentrations of other absorption gases. A constant value of 434 W m−2 was used for the150

incoming solar insolation for the entire domain with a zero-zenith angle without a diurnal cycle.151

This value corresponds to the daily and annual mean of the solar irradiance at the equator. The152

rotation rate was set to zero. Fixed SST of 300 and 304 K were employed as the bottom boundary153

condition.154

For the initialization, we used snapshot datasets of simulations with a relatively low vertical155

resolution configuration. We first conducted 100-day RCE simulations with the 38-layer setting156

used in the study by Kodama et al. (2015). These were initialized with a zonally averaged profile157

at the equator obtained from the National Centers for Environmental Prediction global analysis158

data, corresponding to 00:00 UTC on 1 June 2004, with prescribed noises for vertical wind field in159

the lower 3-km layer with SSTs of 300 and 304 K. The snapshot datasets of the simulations with160

SSTs of 300 and 304 K after the 100-day time integration were vertically interpolated/extrapolated161

as the initial conditions of the 78-layer simulations with SSTs of 300 and 304 K, respectively.162

All simulations with the 78-layer configuration were run for 60 days. Since the simulations were163

initialized with snapshot datasets in the quasi-equilibrium states of the simulations with the lower164

vertical resolution, statistical equilibrium was reached after approximately 10 days, as in Fig. 1a.165

Figure 1a shows the time evolution of the globally averaged one-day running mean precipitation166

rate. These are similar to those shown in the previous studies by Ohno and Satoh (2018) and Ohno167

et al. (2019). The energy balances at the quasi-equilibrium states in the simulations are shown in168

Fig. S1. Figure 1b shows the hourly averaged outgoing longwave radiation (OLR) distributions169

at the end of day 60 for the NOICE simulations with an SST of 304 K. It can be seen that the170

convection organized into clusters, which is consistent with the results of earlier RCE simulations171
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(e.g., Arnold and Randall 2015; Hohenegger and Stevens 2016; Wing et al. 2018). Thus, analyses172

were made over the last 50 days of the simulations.173

b. SGS clouds in the turbulence scheme174

In this subsection, we briefly review how SGS clouds are incorporated into the MYNN scheme.175

Here, we only consider the liquid-phase clouds for simplicity. To benefit from the conservative176

property under the phase change, the MYNN scheme employs the total water content qw and the177

liquid water potential temperature θl (Betts 1973) as the prognostic variables. qw and θl are defined178

as:179

qw ≡ qυ +ql, (1)180

θl ≡ θ − θ

T
L

Cp
ql, (2)181

where qυ is the specific humidity, ql is the liquid water, θ is the potential temperature, T is the182

temperature, L is the latent heat of evaporation, and Cp is the specific heat of dry air at constant183

pressure. The thermodynamical fields are related to the dynamical fields through the virtual po-184

tential temperature θυ , defined as:185

θυ ≡
[
1+
(
ε
−1−1

)
qw− ε

−1ql
](

θl +
θ

T
L

Cp
ql

)
, (3)186

ε ≡ Rd

Rυ

, (4)187
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where Rυ and Rd are the gas constants of water vapor and dry air, respectively. Extracting the188

fluctuating part from the above equation, the following relation among the covariances is obtained:189

〈φθυ〉 = βT 〈φθl〉+βw 〈φqw〉+βl 〈φql〉 , (5)190

βT ≡ 1+(ε−1−1)q̄w− ε
−1q̄l, (6)191

βw ≡ (ε−1−1)
(

θ̄l +
θ

T
L

Cp
q̄l

)
, (7)192

βl ≡ [1+(ε−1−1)q̄w−2ε
−1q̄l]

θ

T
L

Cp
− ε
−1

θ̄l, (8)193

where φ is an arbitrary variable, and angle brackets 〈〉 and overbars ¯ represent ensemble means194

of turbulent variables and thermodynamical variables, respectively. βl consists of both the effects195

of the latent heat release and water loading associated with the fluctuation of ql , but the latter’s196

contribution is, in general, smaller than the former.197

To represent 〈φθυ〉 as a function of 〈φθl〉 and 〈φqw〉, Mellor and Yamada (1982) assumed a198

binormal distribution G for θl and qw, and the physics of condensation is sufficiently fast according199

to ql = (qw− qs)H(qw− qs), where H is the Heaviside operator, and qs is the saturation specific200

humidity. Thus, applying the assumption allows neither the state of the supersaturation nor the201

existence of clouds in the sub-saturation. Calculating the moments of G, the SGS cloud fraction202

R, the mean liquid water q̄l , and the covariance 〈φql〉 are expressed as:203

R =
∫

∞

−∞

∫
∞

−∞

H(qw−qs)G(θl,qw)dθldqw, (9)204

q̄l =
∫

∞

−∞

∫
∞

−∞

(qw−qs)H(qw−qs)G(θl,qw)dθldqw, (10)205

〈φql〉 =
∫

∞

−∞

∫
∞

−∞

φ(qw−qs)H(qw−qs)G(θl,qw)dθldqw. (11)206
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The integrals yield207

R =
1
2

[
1+ erf

{
a(qw−qsl)

23/2σs

}]
, (12)208

q̄l = aR(qw−qsl)+
2σs

(2π)1/2 exp
{
−a2(qw−qsl)

2

8σ2
s

}
, (13)209

〈φql〉
a〈φqw〉−b〈φθl〉

≡ R′ = R− q̄l

2σs

1
(2π)1/2 exp

{
−a2(qw−qsl)

2

8σ2
s

}
, (14)210

where211

a ≡
[

1+qsl,T
L

Cp

]−1

, (15)212

b ≡ a
T
θ

qsl,T (16)213

σs ≡
1
4
(a2 〈q2

w〉−2ab〈qwθl〉+b2 〈θ 2
l 〉), (17)214

and qsl and qsl,T are the specific humidity and its temperature derivative with the temperature value215

of Tl(≡ θlT/θ). Substituting Eq. (14) into Eq. (5), we obtain216

〈φθυ〉 = βθ 〈φθl〉+βq 〈φqw〉 , (18)217

βθ ≡ βT −βlR′b, (19)218

βq ≡ βw +βlR′a. (20)219

In the case with φ = w, Eq. (18) represents the turbulent buoyancy flux and the second terms in220

Eqs. (19) and (20) can be interpreted as the effect of the latent heat release and the water loading221

associated with the SGS condensation, respectively.222

With the SGS ice clouds, we added the cloud ice qi to qw, used the ice–liquid water potential223

temperature θil defined as Eq. (28) of Tripoli and Cotton (1981) instead of θl defined as Eq.224

(2), and modified L and the formulas of qs depending on the values of temperature, which is225

similar to Chaboureau and Bechtold (2002). For the evaluation of L and qs, not the value of actual226

temperature T but the value of Tl was used following the manner of Mellor and Yamada (1982).227
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The Tl is always smaller than T , but the difference between Tl and T is generally less than 2 %228

(Sommeria and Deardorff 1977).229

3. Results230

a. High cloud cover response231

We begin by examining the cloud cover. Figure 2a shows the globally averaged high cloud cover232

for all simulations. High clouds were defined using the International Satellite Cloud Climatology233

Project (ISCCP) cloud-type definitions (Rossow and Schiffer 1999); those whose optical depths234

are larger than 0.3, and tops locate in altitudes between 50 hPa and 440 hPa. The high-cloud235

cover decreased with the SST increase for the ICE simulations. This decrease of high clouds236

was similar to those reported in previous studies using conventional GCMs (e.g., Zelinka and237

Hartmann 2010; Bony et al. 2016) but was contrary to the results using finer vertical simulations238

by Ohno et al. (2019) due to the vertical resolution dependency of the turbulent diffusivity. Next,239

the cloud cover responses for each type were examined to clarify the contributions of different240

cloud types. We defined thin, medium, and thick high clouds as cirrus, cirrostratus, and deep241

convection clouds using the ISCCP cloud-type definitions. The globally averaged thin, medium,242

and thick cloud covers are shown in Figure 2b–d, respectively. The high cloud decrease associated243

with the increase of the SST in the ICE simulations were caused by the decrease of the thin and244

medium clouds (Fig. 2e). The contributions of the changes of thick clouds were almost negligible.245

These results were consistent with those of the simulations with the 78-vertical layer configuration246

studied by Ohno et al. (2019).247

The total high-cloud cover in NOICE simulations were approximately 20 % smaller than those248

in ICE simulations for both 300 and 304 K, as shown in Fig. 2a. The difference in high-cloud249
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cover between ICE and NOICE simulations was caused by the difference in optically thin clouds250

(Fig. 2b–d). Focusing on the response of the SST change, the high clouds increased in the NOICE251

simulations with the SST increase due to the thin-cloud increase in contrast to the decrease in the252

ICE simulations (Fig. 2e).253

The reduction of high clouds and alternation of the sign of cloud cover response associated with254

suppressing the SGS ice condensation in the turbulent closure scheme resemble the impacts of255

increasing vertical resolutions reported in the study of Ohno et al. (2019). They determined that256

the vertical resolution dependency of high clouds and their response to SST change were related257

to the turbulent mixing near high clouds. The results suggest that the application of the SGS ice258

condensation in the turbulent scheme changed the high clouds in the quasi-equilibrium states by259

altering turbulent mixing near high clouds.260

b. Turbulent diffusivity261

To clarify the impacts of the SGS ice condensation on the turbulent mixing, we investigate the262

turbulent diffusivity fields. Figure 3a presents binned vertical profiles of the turbulent diffusiv-263

ity calculated with the SGS ice condensation sorted by the ice water path (IWP). The turbulent264

diffusivity and IWP were calculated using a snapshot dataset of the ICE simulation with a 300265

K SST at the end of the integration time. The IWP was defined as the vertically integrated mass266

concentrations of cloud ice and snow. Since the graupel particles tend to have large mass concen-267

trations and small optical effects, the inclusion of the graupel for the IWP calculation can blur the268

correspondence between the IWP and the cloud optical thickness. Thus, the graupel was excluded269

for the calculation of the IWP. The horizontal axis shows the area percentile of the IWP bins;270

100% corresponds to the core of deep convective regions, and smaller values correspond to clearer271

regions with a smaller IWP.272
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The regions with large values of diffusivity can be seen not only inside the convective core273

region where the IWP values exceeded the value of the approximately 97th percentile but also just274

outside of the convective core region. The peak height of the turbulent diffusivity was near a 12.5-275

km height, which is just above the peak height of the ice water condensate (∼12 km). Although276

the values of turbulent diffusivity near the convective core tend to be larger than those reported277

by Ohno et al. (2019) using a 4-hr averaged dataset, the spatial relationship between the turbulent278

diffusivity and the ice water condensate was consistent with Ohno et al. (2019).279

Figure 3b is similar to Fig. 3a but without the SGS ice condensation for the evaluation of the280

diffusivity. Since level 2 of the MYNN scheme diagnoses the turbulent diffusivity only from the281

grid-scale variables, the impacts of the SGS ice condensation on the turbulent diffusivity promptly282

emerges. Although maxima were inside and just outside the convective core region, as the case283

with the SGS ice condensation, the peak values without the SGS ice condensation were consid-284

erably smaller than those without the SGS condensation. The peak altitudes shifted upward by285

suppressing the SGS condensation. Similar differences can be seen in the diffusivity profiles with286

a 304 K SST, as shown in Fig. 3c and 3d.287

To understand why we see a large difference, the relationship between the turbulent diffusivity288

and the SGS ice condensation scheme was considered. In the Mellor–Yamada moist turbulent289

closure scheme, the turbulent diffusivity K is evaluated from the product of the three variables: the290

stability function S, the mixing length scale L, and the square root of the doubled turbulent kinetic291

energy (TKE) q(= [2TKE]1/2), or the turbulent velocity scale.292

K = LqS. (21)293

The S is a function of the gradient Richardson number Ri, which is a ratio of the square of the294

amplitude of the vertical wind shear and the square of the Brunt-Väisälä frequency N including295
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the effect of the SGS ice condensation. The N was defined as:296

N ≡
[

g
θ

(
βθ

∂θl

∂ z
+βq

∂qw

∂ z

)]1/2
(
=

[
g
θ

∂θυ

∂ z

]1/2
)

(22)297

where g is the gravitational acceleration, z is the height, βθ and βq are the sums of the correc-298

tion terms relevant to the sub-grid condensation and the differentiation of θυ regarding θl and qw299

defined as Eqs. (19) and (20), respectively (Mellor and Yamada 1982). In their level 2 scheme,300

the TKE is diagnosed from the balance among the buoyancy production, shear production, and301

dissipation. The dissipation term is proportional to L−1. The L is calculated as a harmonic average302

of three length scales as:303

1
L
=

1
LS

+
1

LT
+

1
LB

, (23)304

where LS is the length scale in the surface layer, LT is a length scale of the atmospheric boundary305

layer, and LB is the buoyant length scale. In the free atmosphere, L is, in general, dominated by306

LB (Ohno et al. 2019), which is proportional to the inverse of N. Since S, q, and L were controlled307

N, the static stability including the effect of the SGS ice condensation, or the value of the N, is308

critical to determine K.309

To examine the impact of the SGS ice condensation scheme on static stability, the frequency310

of the occurrence of static instability was investigated. Figures 4a and 4b present binned vertical311

profiles of the frequency of the occurrence of static instability (N2 < 0) for the simulation with an312

SST of 300 K calculated with and without the SGS ice condensation scheme. Figures 4a and 4b313

showed that the static instability occurred frequently near the convective region in both cases with314

and without the SGS ice condensation scheme. It can be seen that the frequencies with the SGS315

ice condensation scheme were much larger than those without the scheme. The distributions of316

the frequency of the occurrence of static instability in Figs 4a and 4b were consistent with those317

of the turbulent diffusivity shown in Figs 3a and 3b, respectively. The similar differences between318
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the cases with and without the SGS ice condensation scheme can be seen in the simulations with319

an SST of 304 K (Figs. 4c and 4d). These indicate that the application of the SGS ice condensa-320

tion in the turbulent scheme changed the high cloud covers and their response to SST change by321

modulating the static stability near the convective core regions.322

4. Discussion and summary323

This study investigated the impacts of the ’fast’ condensation physics assumption for ice clouds,324

which was originally proposed for liquid-phase clouds (Mellor and Yamada 1982), or the inclu-325

sion of ice phase as part of the fast adjustment, in the turbulent closure scheme on high clouds and326

their response to SST change based on the RCEs. The sensitivity experiments revealed that the327

suppression of the SGS ice cloud scheme caused approximately a 20 % reduction of the total high328

clod cover in the simulations with SSTs of both 300 and 304 K and the alternation of the sign of329

cloud cover response to the SST change. It was also determined that the SGS ice cloud scheme330

strongly altered the static stability near high clouds. The reduction of the static stability and/or the331

occurrence of static instability can enhance the TKE production and elongate the turbulent mixing332

length, resulting in the enlargement of the turbulent diffusivity. The enlargement of the turbulent333

diffusivity was seen in the case with the SGS ice cloud scheme. The comparison of the distri-334

butions of the turbulent diffusivity and the occurrence of static instability showed considerable335

correspondence. These indicate that the application of the SGS ice condensation in the turbulent336

scheme changed the high cloud covers and their response to SST change by modulating the static337

stability near high clouds, which was similar to the impacts of increasing vertical resolution, as338

reported by Ohno et al. (2019).339

Although the time scale of the ice condensation physics depends on both number concentra-340

tion and the size of ice crystal, the time scale of ice condensation is, in general, several orders341
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of magnitude longer than that of liquid water (Khvorostyanov and Curry 2014) and the ice su-342

persaturation is a frequent phenomenon (Spichtinger et al. 2003). Thus, SGS ice cloud schemes343

similar to the saturation adjustment approach overestimate the SGS ice cloud fraction, particularly344

when simulations are conducted using cloud schemes which allow the ice supersaturation condi-345

tion. Although SGS ice clouds were not used for the radiative transfer calculations in the model346

used in this study, the radiative effects of SGS ice clouds should be overestimated, if the saturation347

adjustment type SGS ice cloud schemes are coupled with radiative transfer schemes. Furthermore,348

as the impact of the phase change of ice-phase clouds on the dynamical fields appears more gently349

than those of the liquid-phase clouds, applying such SGS ice cloud schemes for SGS turbulent350

schemes exaggerates the SGS buoyancy flux in the regions with temperature below freezing point.351

These indicate that using the saturation adjustment type SGS ice cloud schemes could cause model352

biases in simulations with not only CRMs but also GCMs. Furthermore, since the typical value353

of the time scale of phase relaxation associated with ice hydrometeors is much larger than that of354

the time step length used in the CRM simulations, the validity of applying statistical approaches is355

questionable from the stationarity states viewpoint in principle. The performance of the turbulent356

closure scheme without the SGS ice cloud scheme at the altitude of high clouds, therefore, should357

be more plausible as a single component than that with the scheme in principle, although a realistic358

performance should exist between the two.359

Recently, a number of GCRMs have been emerging (Stevens et al. 2019; Satoh et al. 2019).360

Additionally, aided by the improvement of computational power, climatological studies employing361

models with explicit cloud physics have been increasing (Stan et al. 2010; Wyant et al. 2012;362

Kodama et al. 2015; Haarsma et al. 2016; Noda et al. 2019). Since the representation of high363

clouds is critical for the representation of climatological fields, and high cloud behaviors can be364
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strongly affected by the SGS turbulence, the improvement of the treatment of SGS ice clouds365

physics in the turbulence should be desirable.366

Supplement367

Figure S1 shows a globaly averaged a) the latent heat, b) sensible heat, c) longwave, and d)368

shortwave fluxes at the surface and e) the longwave and f) shortwave fluxes at the top of the369

atmosphere, respectively, at the quasi-equilibrium states.370
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TABLE 1. Summary of the absorption gas concentrations used in the present study.

Species of absorption gas Concentration

carbon dioxide 348 ppmv

methane 1650 ppbv

nitrous oxide 306 ppbv

chlorofluorocarbon 100 pptv
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Fig. 1. (a) Time evolution of the globally averaged one-day running mean precipitation rate in the596

simulations. The black and red lines indicate simulations with SSTs of 300 and 304 K,597

respectively. The solid and dash lines indicate the ICE and NOICE simulations, respectively.598

(b) Hourly averaged OLR distributions at the end of day 60 for the NOICE simulations with599
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Fig. 2. Globally averaged 6-hour average cloud cover for a) total, b) thin, c) medium, and d) thick601

high clouds for the ICE and NOICE simulations using SSTs of 300 (black) and 304 (red) K.602

Note that the ranges of the vertical axes differ in each panel. High clouds were defined by603

the ISCCP cloud-type definitions of Rossow and Schiffer (1999). e) Cloud cover response604

to increasing SST. The purple, green, blue, and orange indicate the response for the total,605

thin, medium, and thick high clouds, respectively. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 33606

Fig. 3. Binned vertical profiles of the turbulent diffusivity (color) calculated a) with and b) with-607

out the SGS ice condensation scheme, respectively, sorted by the IWP. The dynamical and608

thermodynamical fields used were those of a snapshot of the ICE simulation with a 300 K609
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Fig. 4. Binned vertical profiles of the frequency of occurrence of static instability (color) calculated614

a) with and b) without the SGS ice condensation scheme, respectively, sorted by the IWP.615

The dynamical and thermodynamical fields used were those of a snapshot of the simulation616

using the partial condensation for ice clouds with a 300 K SST at the end of the integration617

time. The white and black lines indicate the frequency and the ice condensate, respectively.618
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FIG. 1. (a) Time evolution of the globally averaged one-day running mean precipitation rate in the simulations.

The black and red lines indicate simulations with SSTs of 300 and 304 K, respectively. The solid and dash lines

indicate the ICE and NOICE simulations, respectively. (b) Hourly averaged OLR distributions at the end of day

60 for the NOICE simulations with an SST of 304 K.
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FIG. 2. Globally averaged 6-hour average cloud cover for a) total, b) thin, c) medium, and d) thick high

clouds for the ICE and NOICE simulations using SSTs of 300 (black) and 304 (red) K. Note that the ranges of

the vertical axes differ in each panel. High clouds were defined by the ISCCP cloud-type definitions of Rossow

and Schiffer (1999). e) Cloud cover response to increasing SST. The purple, green, blue, and orange indicate the

response for the total, thin, medium, and thick high clouds, respectively.
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a) 300 K (with PC for ice cloud) b) 300 K (without PC for ice cloud)

c) 304 K (with PC for ice cloud) d) 304 K (without PC for ice cloud)

Turbulent Diffusivity

FIG. 3. Binned vertical profiles of the turbulent diffusivity (color) calculated a) with and b) without the SGS

ice condensation scheme, respectively, sorted by the IWP. The dynamical and thermodynamical fields used were

those of a snapshot of the ICE simulation with a 300 K SST at the end of the integration time. The white and

black lines indicate the turbulent diffusivity and the ice condensate, respectively. The contour intervals for the

frequency and ice condensate are 2 % and 20 m2 s−1, respectively. c) and d) are the same as a) and b) for the

simulation with a 304 K SST.
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FIG. 4. Binned vertical profiles of the frequency of occurrence of static instability (color) calculated a) with

and b) without the SGS ice condensation scheme, respectively, sorted by the IWP. The dynamical and thermo-

dynamical fields used were those of a snapshot of the simulation using the partial condensation for ice clouds

with a 300 K SST at the end of the integration time. The white and black lines indicate the frequency and the

ice condensate, respectively. The contour intervals for the frequency and ice condensate are 2 % and 5 mg kg−1,

respectively. c) and d) are the same as a) and b) for the simulation with a 304 K SST.
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